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I should have known it was going to
be a troublesome weekend. After
our rally car got stuck in the mud
exiting our garage on Friday
amongst some gusty wind and then
after scrutineering having nearly
brained myself on an errant garage
door at Snetterton, it was only to be
expected that further trouble was
afoot…
We were not the only ones. For
Adam’s friend and fellow Silverstone
alumnus Alfie Hammond the rally
never really began – his Micra had
failed scrutineering with a frayed
extinguisher cable and so most of
the car was never destined to
compete in earnest; this phrasing
will become clear. Our garage sharer
Chris Keys also had cable trouble, his
being seized and there was some
applied troubleshooting from that
side of the garage to enable
participation the next day for his
cracking Peugeot 205GTI.
After a good night’s kip at a local
Airbnb, we arrived on the Saturday
morning to diminished wind and
beautiful blue skies. It was very

Jeremy & Chris opt for the long way round

welcoming to see so many MCAC
faces at the event, and we chatted
variously with Pete Walters, Brett
and Andrew Murray, Brian Catt, Max
Maxwell, Chris Comely, Stephen
Spooner, Pete Farmer, Mike Hurst
and nephew Mark and our two
newest members Josh and Maddie,
before the oﬀ. In the garage and
servicing with us and Chris and
James Riley, were Steve Casey, Paul
Hopkinson, Andrew Williamson,
Jamie Reeve and our regular Neal
Bannister. Ominously, our talisman
Nigel Banks was not with us.
Two other MCAC teams were
competing: Paul and Alex Quinnell in
a Peugeot 205 GTI and new
members Jeremy Packer and Chris
Gilbert in an Alex Waterman EDSL
Ford Fiesta. It felt good to be
amongst friends and fellow club
members, having been the only
entry at Brands Hatch the previous
month.
A steady first stage for us, running
with a bit too much caution, left us
eight seconds oﬀ the leader in our
small Class A of four and, with a
change of tyre for Stage 2 we made
a bit of a hash on the approach to
one chicane, the only consequence
of which was no time gained,
finishing the stage still eight seconds
adrift. We decided in service that the
pace would have to be increased for
Stage 3. All was going well on the
first two laps and having met Chris
and James’ Peugeot at the merge,
we tracked them through the gravel

stage and Chris kindly let us pass at
Murrays with a somewhat
unconventional, but eﬀective
manoeuvre. Continuing uneventfully
through the paddock, we came to
the gravelly mud section for the
third time and having taken a careful
approach to the exit onto the narrow
concrete road, our slip diﬀ pulled us
round tighter than we expected and
we were thoroughly lanced through
the headlight by a wooden post rail!
Ouch!
For the remainder of the stage and
driving back to service, an air of
foreboding gathered, concern at
what might greet us when we
alighted the car in the garage. On
inspection, the lance had met its
match with our battery, but this had
also died in the conflict, as did the
coolant expansion bottle and
various metalwork around it, not to
mention the crumpled wing.
It looked like game over. However,
the service guys were especially
interested in the problem and set
about tackling the situation so that
we could continue. What level heads
to have around in a crisis! While I
was engaged in some anger
management straightening the
battery plate with a club hammer,
our usual service partner Andrew
Lawson dashed across with a spare
battery; sadly this proved too large
for the now reduced space. Whilst
explaining the situation to our
friendly photographer David Harbey,
who had popped in to record the

Alex, who finished 17th in Class C,
overcoming their own niggly
problems throughout the day. This
was Alex’s first time as a navigator,
so a special pat on the back to him
as he didn’t put a foot wrong all day!

It’s in! Cheers Alfie!

Five Guys that
deserved their
late burger:
Neal Bannister,
Jamie Reeve,
Paul Hopkinson,
Steve Casey and
Andrew Williamson
work to fix in place
a replacement
battery

garage activity, Adam had a
brainwave and asked Alfie
Hammond if we could use his
smaller battery for the duration of
the rally, provided it could be safely
secured in place of course. Alfie
agreed and before long the battery
was secured with new bolts, ties and
straps and we were testing the
viability of the repair with a short
drive around the service area.
We had some concern as the drive
was unusually noisy with possibly
some drive shaft or cv damage, but
those comforting and reassuring
words of ‘drive it till it breaks’ from
the service crew meant we were oﬀ
to re-scrutineer and then hopefully
re-join the rally at the back of Stage
5, having missed Stage 4.
By this time the rain was persisting
down, and with our pass to carry on,
the wets were fitted and we headed
out leaving the gallant service crew
to their well-deserved late lunch.

With a quick wave to Paul Jeeves and
Pete Nathan at Stage 5 start, we
were oﬀ on a tentatively executed
and successfully completed stage.
The three other afternoon
stages were pretty wet all
round, aquaplaning being
one diﬃculty, but it was
pleasing for us to be
running well with no
further issues, posting
faster times than our rivals.

Of course, for Adam and I, we owe a
huge debt of gratitude to the service
crew and those other individuals
who helped us to keep calm and
carry on, but the thing that really
shone out for me was the thing that
is always there, always understated,
always ready to come to the fore
when needed, and that was
Clubmanship. We are very fortunate
in the motorsport community to
have clubs up and down the country,
peopled by supportive and
encouraging individuals, all playing
their part helping everyone to enjoy
their sport.

And it was fun to be on
stage at the same time as
Paul and Alex Quinnell –
Debutant Alex Quinnell tells his dad Paul where to go!
it’s been a while since
we’ve rallied at the less congested
I am grateful that we have this in
end of an event. We even managed
abundance in the Middlesex County
to finish 3rd (or last in class if the
Automobile Club. This Snetterton
number of finishers are taken into
was a rough, tough tarmac rally from
consideration)!
the set-up through to the very end,
Congratulations to Chris and James,
a proper 3rd in the larger Class B,
Jeremy and Chris, 12th position in
the even larger Class C, and Paul and

for all sorts of reasons, for all involved.
Be proud MCAC – you’re a great
team, 100% – from start to finish.

Ray Ripper, Co-Driver

Chris Keys & James Riley on their way to a 3rd in Class B
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